
I really don’t have much to say. All I can tell 
you is war, war, war, terrible war. World war 
is on the horizon. Truly we are already in a 
world war for quite a while and I am positive 
that this is the war of wars that has been 
spoken about in the news. Every detail of 
what is happening is clearly brought down 
in the Prophecies / Nevuas even down to 
the names of the countries who are the 

main players in what is happening all over the world.  
People are being “dumbed down". They are being distracted by all kinds of 
violent actions on the part of so-called terrorists or mental patients. Most of 
these incidents, if not all, are really planned operations by the governments 
of the world in order to keep the world population occupied with so many 
threats to their safety that they don’t realize that a major world war can 
actually happen one day soon. Not only that but the mini solar system 
known as Nibiru or Hashavit in the Zohar, is already very close to us and 
its tremendous magnetic pull has been affecting the earth in terrible ways. 
Huge and strange natural disasters are killing off tremendous amounts of 
fish and wildlife. The melt down of the north and south pole areas and all 
the strange and dangerous weather deviations are happening all over the 
world including vast amounts of very dangerous earthquakes, hurricanes, 
typhoons, volcanoes exploding and sink holes opening up across the globe 
etc.  
We are living in a time that is the most dangerous to the earth’s existence 
since the time of the Great Flood when Noach and his family were sent on 
a Divine mission to save humanity. Today that Ark of Noach is Eretz Yisroel 
not Medinas Yisroel and the only people that will survive are the true Jewish 
Neshomas and the righteous Goyim. Eretz Yisroel will not be harmed by 
these disasters of so-called nature. It won’t help anyone who is not a true 
Jewish Neshoma or a true righteous Goy to rush to Israel for safety. The 
Reshoim, the Amalaikim, the Edomim, the Yishmaelim etc., they won’t be 
helped by trying to find shelter in Eretz Yisroel because they will be 
destroyed in Eretz Yisroel because of their terrible Aveiros against Am 
Yisroel and against all humanity and by thinking in any way that they could 
go to war with Hashem. For all of these reasons they will be blotted out 
from all existence.  
This may seem to some of you like an imaginative script for a movie, Chas 
Vesholom! It’s not! Its written in the Torah! It will happen! It will happen 
sooner than you think!  
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